The new way
to market your
holiday properties
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Who we are
Established in 2015, TravelNest is
reinventing the way owners market their
holiday rentals. Our innovative solution
solves the problem of low occupancy in
the holiday rentals market. The TravelNest
platform is simple and efficient for owners to
use, and above all, helps improve occupancy
rates.
Led by our CEO Doug Stephenson, the
TravelNest team comprises a talented mix
of tech and data boffins, customer service
experts and property marketing gurus.
Together, we are developing a unique
software solution that we believe is the
future of holiday rentals marketing.

Our mission
The average holiday rental owner misses out on
around £36,000 a year due to unsold dates.[1]
Don’t let this be you.
We focus on the biggest challenge facing the holiday
rentals market. Turning unsold dates into guests.
We’re passionate about keeping things simple for owners.
Reducing stress. Freeing up time. Maximising listing
performance.
We’ll improve the visibility and quality of your listings.
With us, you’ll get more bookings and achieve higher
occupancy.
Our mission is to provide a single, user-friendly
platform that combines smart marketing with tailored
recommendations to improve the performance of each
and every property listing.

[1] Visit Britain, UK Occupancy survey results, available at: www.visitbritain.org/accommodation-occupancy-latest-results (March 2019).

“I’ve seen first hand the
ongoing challenge owners
face when it comes to
marketing and getting the
most value from their holiday
rentals. In such a crowded
market it’s tough to stand
out. TravelNest does the
hard work for you by turning
unsold dates into guests with
minimum effort.”
Doug Stephenson, CEO, TravelNest

What we offer
Whether you’ve got multiple properties or just one or two to fill,
holiday rental owners face a constant challenge. Maintaining
occupancy and updating listings across different booking
websites is a real chore. It’s stressful, takes time and often
doesn’t have a positive impact on occupancy rates.
TravelNest is changing that. Here’s how:

Increased visibility =
increased bookings

Performance-based
insights

We’ll distribute your listing across
more than 30 of the best booking
channels. Save time by simply
choosing the channels you want
to be seen on and we’ll make it
happen.

Our industry knowledge takes
the guesswork out of marketing
your property. From titles and
written descriptions to photos
and pricing, we’ll make regular
recommendations based on what
we know works to improve your
listing and atract more guests.

One master listing
No more worrying about keeping
all those different listings up to
date. Your TravelNest account
provides a single property listing
and centralised calendar. All
bookings are shown in your
TravelNest dashboard and any
changes you make are applied
across all of your chosen channels.

On hand support
Our friendly and responsive
team are on hand whenever
you need support. Plus, you’ll
have one point of contact you
can rely on - us. Our dedicated
Customer Success Team will
work with you to continually
improve your listings.

Our partner
channels
With TravelNest, you’ll be seen in all the
right places.
You can list your properties on as many of our partner
booking channels as you like. Our main channels
partners are:

If you want to add more or change your selected
channels you can do so at any time.

Keeping you on the ball
Our team check out new booking channels so you
don’t have to. We continually review and add to
our channels list so you can be sure it reflects the
changing holiday rentals market.

Additional channels
We also list your properties on a wide range of subsidiary
booking sites. This maximises the visibility of your listing
so you can be found by more potential guests.
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What our owners say
Holiday rental owners are reaping the rewards of working
with TravelNest.
Here’s what some of our happy owners have to say about us.

“TravelNest has offered us an exposure that we
couldn’t have even thought to achieve on our own.”
North Berwick Holiday Homes

“The TravelNest team are great. With their
market insights, we can easily see how we
compare to our competitors. We work with
TravelNest to continually improve our listings
and maximise occupancy.”
Solid Luxury Cottages and Lodges

“We have found the support from the team
at TravelNest to be invaluable. They have
helped us re-draft our property descriptions
and assisted us in every stage of the process.”
Ballylinny Holiday Cottages

Case Study:
Ballylinny holiday
cottages
Read how TravelNest has helped
Ballylinny Holiday Cottages
expand thanks to better
visibility, improved listing
performance and streamlined
day-to-day management.

About Ballylinny
• Ballylinny Holiday Cottages are situated a
stone’s throw from the Giant’s Causeway, a
UNESCO World Heritage site on the north coast
of Northern Ireland.
• Established in the 1990s with just a few
properties, Ballylinny has grown to comprise
nine traditional whitewashed cottages and two
modern barn loft apartments.
• Owner Alan is supported in the day-to-day
running of Ballylinny by Claire and Rachel.

The challenges
All of Ballylinny’s bookings were single-handedly managed
by Claire via two channels, their Booking.com listing and
the Ballylinny Cottages website. As the business grew,
this was becoming an increasingly time-consuming and
manual process. Claire spent a lot of time going through
bookings, correcting errors and updating multiple
calendars. This was reducing the amount of time she was
able to spend with guests.

“The hardest thing was keeping on top of
everything. It’s quite a tension because you don’t
want to be just behind a computer. That’s always
a challenge when you are manning things by
yourself.” Claire, Ballylinny Holiday Cottages
The Ballylinny team were keen to expand the reach of
the business to increase revenue. They wanted Ballylinny
to be visible to a much wider audience, and attract more
international bookings. However, they were unsure of the
best way to achieve this.

How TravelNest helped
Since joining TravelNest in 2018, Ballylinny has seen a
number of improvements across the business:
Increased visibility: With TravelNest, Ballylinny is now
listed on Airbnb, TripAdvisor, HomeAway and TUI.
Easier day-to-day management: The day-to-day running
of the business has become much quicker and smoother.
TravelNest eliminates much of the previous manual effort,
so Alan and the team can focus on what’s most important the guest experience at Ballylinny.
Streamlined calendars: The calendar synchronisation
and automatic updates across all of Ballylinny’s properties
provide a clear overview of booking status in real time. It
also reduces anxiety about potential double bookings and
saves time.
Listing optimisation: TravelNest worked closely with
Ballylinny and made a number of recommendations to
showcase each of the 11 properties in the best possible
way. This included:

• Amending titles and re-writing descriptions
• Organising professional photography
• Reviewing pricing compared to local
competition
• Advising on calendar flexibility
“TravelNest’s knowledge and expertise helped us
create better profiles for our properties to make them
more appealing, and improve our occupancy rates.”
Claire, Ballylinny Holiday Cottages

Results
Ballylinny’s properties now appear far higher in search results on key
booking sites. This increased visibility is having a positive impact on
occupancy rates. As Claire says:

“Our occupancy has increased since using TravelNest, they’ve
given us exposure to more guests and more sites. We are
getting more bookings through different sites that we weren’t
using before.”

Image score [2]

Booking flexibility score [3]

Bookings doubled

15% - 100%

0.38 - 0.64

in only 3 weeks

Find out more
Get in touch to discover how TravelNest can help you.

sales@travelnest.com
0333 666 6111 (opt 1)
www.travelnest.com

1. TravelNest’s image score measures image resolution, and quality of images including room staging, use of natural light and visibility of windows and outside views.
2. TravelNest’s booking flexibility score measures the total flexibility of a listing for guests and covers minimum nights stay, plus days guests can check in and check out.

No nonsense pricing
It’s free to sign up with TravelNest. If you decide to leave
us (although we really hope you’ll stay!), you can do so at
any time, with no cancellation or penalty fees.
Free to sign up

15% + VAT

19% + VAT

It’s free to join us and
we don’t charge any
cancellation fees either.

commission for listing
across all our channels
(excluding Booking.com).

commission if you
choose to be listed
on Booking.com.

A commission based approach
TravelNest charges commission on confirmed bookings
only. No bookings mean no commission is charged. What’s
more, our commission includes all channel commission
rates. That’s right, all channel commission rates are rolled
up into a single rate, making it easier to track and forecast
your income.

Here’s how it works
Example 1:

Example 2:

Your property receives a booking
through Airbnb.

Your property receives a booking
through Booking.com

•

Your rent is £475 + £25 dog

•

Your rent is £750

•

Airbnb will take their commission of 5%

•

•

This fee is retained by Airbnb

Booking.com will take their
commission of 15%. This fee is invoiced
to TravelNest by Booking.com

•

Airbnb commission is included within
the TravelNest commission, therefore,
the commissionable amount is £500

•

Booking.com commission is included
within the TravelNest commission,
therefore, the commissionable amount
is £750

•

TravelNest commission for this booking
is 15% + VAT which is a total of £75 +
£15 VAT = £90

•

TravelNest commission for this booking
is 19% + VAT which is a total of £142.50
+ £28.50 VAT = £171

•

You will be transferred £410

•

You will be transferred £579

FAQ
Once I sign up how long does it
take before my properties go live?
The time it takes varies between channels. Once you have
completed your listing, it usually takes around 24 hours to
go live. Expedia listing times are slightly longer.

What are your commission
charges?
We charge 15% for every booking made through our
primary channel partners, excluding Booking.com.
Bookings made via Booking.com have a commission rate
of 19%. This is inclusive of all channel commission rates.

What channels can you put my
properties on?
Airbnb, TUI, Booking.com, TripAdvisor, Expedia and
HomeAway are our main channel partners. You have
complete flexibility to select and change these at any
time. In addition, we are always working to add more of
the best channels to our partner list.

How do you differ from a channel
manager?
Unlike a channel manager, not only do we feed rates and
availability to channels but we build and optimise your
listings to enhance bookings.

What sort of advice will you give
me to improve my listings?
Our team of industry experts will help you improve your
listings by providing recommendations on photo quality,
titles, written descriptions and pricing. We can help you
benchmark against similar properties to discover how
you compare. We’ll help you continually improve.

Can I control the pricing?
Absolutely. You, the owner will always have complete
control over how you price your properties. TravelNest
will make personalised recommendations to help you
increase bookings.

Get started now
It’s completely free to join TravelNest.
Simply visit www.travelnest.com to get
started today.
If you need more information or would like
to see a demo please get in touch with our
friendly team:
Phone: 0333 666 6111 (opt 1)
Email: sales@travelnest.com
Web: www.travelnest.com

